Where in the world are Princeton Pre-Health students?

In the past few years, here are examples of programs that our students enjoyed:

**Academic semester abroad, science/medicine focus**

**Summer Study Abroad**
- All of the Princeton Language Programs & Seminars: [http://www.princeton.edu/oip/sap/programs/summer/puprograms/](http://www.princeton.edu/oip/sap/programs/summer/puprograms/)

**Summer & Glide Year Fellowships – various opportunities through these and other programs:**
- Global Health internships through GHP (summer): [http://globalhealth.princeton.edu/undergraduate/find-internships](http://globalhealth.princeton.edu/undergraduate/find-internships)
- Princeton in Asia (summer & glide year): [http://piaweb.princeton.edu/summer-internships](http://piaweb.princeton.edu/summer-internships)